
In Mike Harvkey's rural issouri, "economic meltdown" is
not just a buzzword intoned by news anchors, but events
with real effects on the people and landsca : small
towns hollowed out when industries shut down, d ed
with foreclosure signs and abandoned houses, and tinged
with crystal meth At least the local Walmart is hiring.

I
t 's fitting that we meet Clyde Twitty
in his truck. Bought during better
times from the good wages of fac-

tory work, the truck is now breaking
down as Clyde tries to keep it on the
road so he can get to his part-time job
and help keep a roof over his family's
head. Car, home and family, the ele
ments of the American Dream, all slip
ping out of his grasp.

It's not his fault. In the Course ofHu
man Events is a novel set in Midwestern
America in the aftermath of the "eco
nomic meltdown." In Mike Harvkey's
rural Missouri, it's not just a buzzword
intoned by news anchors, but events
with real effects on the people and land
scape: small towns hollowed out when
industries shut down, dotted with fore
closure signs and abandoned houses,
and tinged with crystal meth. At least
the local Walmart is hiring.

It's a betrayal of everything our Ev
eryman protagonist believed-work
hard and you'll prosper. But Clyde still
wants to be an independent man; he's
not ready to give up and take handouts
from anyone.

In this vacuum created by loss of
belief, Clyde meets Jay Smalls, a white
supremacist who inducts him into his
dark world purely bydemonstrating be
lief in his potential as a "warrior." Jay
offers to teach him karate-a brutal

form of it-and jay's teenage daugh
ter, Tina, aggressively seduces Clyde,
which doesn't hurt recruitment efforts.

Paced well with short, action-packed
chapters, the novel takes us along for
the ride as Clyde is drawn into the cult
like circle of Jay Smalls, treated like a
member of the family (and sometimes
excluded from it-yet another cult tac
tic to test loyalty), radicalized and alien-
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ated from his own family and friends,
and made a part of a plot to start this
"race war" they want with a bang.

The interesting thing is that Jay
Smalls' isn't all that big-time, nor is
Clyde Twitty all that racist. Jay consid
ers himself to be elite among racist rev
olutionaries, whether he's taking part
in secret seminars at the World Aryan
Congress or believing that simply typ
ing "Smalls" into Coogle will alert the
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NSA. Despite his weapons cache and
Ruby-Ridge-like compound called Lick
Skillet, he's really just a bully bossing
around a couple of relatives.

Clyde participates in hate crimes like
attacking a black-owned liquor store
because he wants to prove to Jay he
is willing to fight. He's ignorant about
other cultures, but he isn't inherently
hateful. He finds his girlfriend Tina
Smalls "funny" when she spews out
strings of racial epithets, but the worst
he gets himself is saying "wetback" in
jest to the Mexican co-worker he be
friends during his reconnaissance mis
sion for the race war plot. Most of his
hate is directed toward jay's nephew
Dale, a rival for his powerful leader's
attention.

Clyde's relatively normal-guy per
sona underneath all the whisky drink
ing and bare-knuckle fighting is what
makes this sometimes brutal story
accessible. Through his protagonist's
eyes, Mike Harvkey exposes the little
ironies of a lifestyle devoted to hate as
well as its deadly potential. Far from
writing a treatise, however, he has cre
ated a novel that is hard to put down.
Clyde, like most of us, just wants to
believe in something and belong to
something. Harvkey keeps us turning
pages to find out just how far he'll go. »


